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Abstract. We present multidimensional modeling of convection and oscillations in main-sequence
stars somewhat more massive than the Sun, using three separate approaches: 1) Using the 3-D
planar StellarBox radiation hydrodynamics code to model the envelope convection zone and
part of the radiative zone. Our goals are to examine the interaction of stellar pulsations with
turbulent convection in the envelope, excitation of acoustic modes, and the role of convective
overshooting; 2) Applying the spherical 3-D MHD ASH (Anelastic Spherical Harmonics) code to
simulate the core convection and radiative zone. Our goal is to determine whether core convec-
tion can excite low-frequency gravity modes, and thereby explain the presence of low frequencies
for some hybrid γ Dor/δ Sct variables for which the envelope convection zone is too shallow
for the convective blocking mechanism to drive gravity modes; 3) Applying the ROTORC 2-D
stellar evolution and dynamics code to calculate evolution with a variety of initial rotation rates
and extents of core convective overshooting. The nonradial adiabatic pulsation frequencies of
these nonspherical models are calculated using the 2-D pulsation code NRO. We present new
insights into pulsations of 1-2 M� stars gained by multidimensional modeling.
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1. Introduction and 3-D StellarBox Code
Motivated by understanding the role of turbulent convection in pulsations of intermediate-

mass stars, we used the observed frequency spectra of stars observed by the Kepler
spacecraft to study the transition from solar-like oscillations to γ-Dor pulsations to δ Sct
pulsations in 1-2 M� stars.

Kitiashvili et al. presented results of simulations using the 3-D planar geometry com-
pressible radiative MHD StellarBox code (Wray et al. 2015) at this Focus Meeting.

2. ASH Models
We simulated core convection and the adjacent radiative zone of 1.6-2 M� stars using

the 3-D spherical hydrodynamics code ASH (Anelastic Spherical Harmonic, see Nelson
et al. 2013). To generate initial conditions, we calculate 1-D models using the MESA
evolution code (Paxton et al. 2015) and created a script to convert the MESA output for
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Figure 1. Synthetic spectrum showing angular frequency ω vs. spherical harmonic degree l for
1.8 M� ASH zero-age main sequence model without rotation: a) power in the core convection
zone; b) power in radiative zone; c) ratio of power in radiative to convective zone, indicating
strength of coupling to radiative zone of g modes generated in the convective zone.

Figure 2. log surface gravity vs. log Teff for stellar models evolved with ROTORC with and
without rotation. The box is the location of KIC 10451090 using the parameters of the KIC
catalog with error bars from Brown et al. (2011). The × marks the location of the best-fit
model on the 1.7 M� evolution track.

input to ASH. The input profiles required include nuclear energy generation, thermal dif-
fusivity, and convection boundaries. The ASH simulations require iterations to gradually
lower the viscosity and thermal diffusion to get core convection started.

We added a radiative zone of several pressure scale heights (100 radial zones) above
the convective zone including the g-mode propagation region on top of the core. The
simulations included 100 radial, 256 angular, and 512 azimuthal points.

We have first results for gravity-mode excitation for 1.8 M� models on the zero-age
main sequence without and with (slow) rotation. We find that the convective core does
excite a wide spectrum of g modes that couple to the radiative zone (Fig. 1), and that may
be visible. Our first models show that the low-degree modes have too low a frequency
to be associated with observed γ Dor-type g modes, but improvements in the model
stratification to better represent the g-mode cavity may change these results.
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Figure 3. χ2 optimization for mass, rotation, and core hydrogen mass fraction (age) for KIC
10451090 using the ROTORC/NRO model grid and match to observed frequencies.

Table 1. ROTORC best-fit χ2 models.

KIC ID Mass M� Xcore Veq (km/s) L (L�) Teff (K) R (R�)

5466537 1.5 0.535 21.4 5.68 7154 1.56
8677585 1.7 0.604 0.0 9.08 7154 1.58
10451090 1.7 0.681 47.9 8.55 7154 1.52

3. ROTORC and NRO models
Stellar models were evolved using ROTORC (Deupree 1990, Deupree 1995), a fully 2-D

stellar structure and evolution code. The models described here have 581 radial zones
and 10 angular zones. The equations of stellar structure are solved on the 2-D grid with
fractional radius (r/R) and colatitude as the independent variables.

In rotating models, deformation of the surface is calculated by assuming the surface
is an equipotential with the value determined by the value at the equator. The surface
in the remaining angular zones is determined to be the radial zone with the total poten-
tial closest to the equatorial value. Defining the surface in this way allows the surface
parameters to vary as a function of colatitude.

The pulsations were calculated with a 2-D adiabatic pulsation code NRO (Clement
1998, Lovekin et al. 2009) NRO uses a 2-D finite difference grid to solve the pulsation
equations, which allows us to calculate the pulsations for a 2-D stellar model. NRO
can include up to 9 angular zones. The models presented here use three zones; previous
work has shown that three zones are sufficient to calculate frequencies even for stars with
relatively high rotation rates (Lovekin & Deupree 2008). The resulting solution is defined
at three angular points, which can subsequently be decomposed into individual spherical
harmonics. In this work, we have calculated modes with degree l = 0, 1, and 2, with
m � l.

Table 1 gives ROTORC/NRO “best fits” to frequencies of three Kepler stars. For the
frequency fits, the 50 highest-amplitude significant frequencies calculated from the Kepler
short-cadence data are used. For KIC 8677585, the frequencies are between 130 and 150
c/d. The other two stars were fit with frequencies between 9 and 40 c/d.
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The fitting algorithm finds the frequency that produces the lowest χ2 and assigns the
observed frequency to that model frequency. This process is repeated for all other fre-
quencies. Once all the observed frequencies have been matched to a theoretical frequency,
the code calculate a total χ2 for that model. The model with the lowest χ2 is considered
to be the “best” model. The frequencies are made with a linear combination of three
spherical harmonics, l = 0, 1, and 2. The categories are less meaningful as rotation rate
increases, but the rotation rates are slow enough that the eigenfunctions should still look
like l = 0, 1, and 2 modes.

Figure 2 shows the evolution in an H-R diagram of 1.5 and 1.7 M� models with and
without rotation. The box shows the location of KIC 10451090 according to Kepler input
catalog parameters, with frequencies of about 40 c/d, and the × marks the location of
the best-fit model on the 1.7 M� evolution track including rotation. Figure 3 shows the
χ2 fits for mass, rotation rate, and core hydrogen abundance (representative of age) for
this star. The rotation rates in Fig. 3 are ZAMS initial rotation rates, and are assumed
to be solid body. As the stars evolve, ROTORC conserves angular momentum locally, so
the surface rates drop.

4. Conclusions
3-D StellarBox results: Convective patterns in the envelope of stars more massive than

the sun are quite different from solar conditions, and will be important to understand
properties of solar-like oscillations and potentially stochastically excited acoustic modes
in stars of 1-2 M�.

ASH results: Core convection excites low-degree gravity modes and may help explain
observed low frequencies observed in some δ Sct stars.

ROTORC/NRO results: 2-D rotating stellar evolution and pulsation models show
promise for future improved matches observed pulsation frequencies for asteroseismology
of intermediate-mass rotating stars.
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